Judicial Process: Law, Courts, And Politics In The United States
**Synopsis**

Get a behind-the-scenes look at America’s legal system with JUDICIAL PROCESS. Combining detailed information about the structures, processes, and dynamics that inform today’s judicial system, the Sixth Edition explores the roles and impact of the courts through a variety of controversial cases that continue to spark national debate. You’ll not only discover what the legal rules are but also explore each rule’s underlying assumptions, history, and goals, providing a complete and balanced look inside courtrooms in the United States and around the world.
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**Customer Reviews**

The book is easy to follow for my course which ends May 2014. It provided an overview of how to apply for law school, what to expect, what each future law student should expect and how lawyers are gatekeepers.

Purchased this book for a class and have learned a great deal about the judicial process. I considered myself educated in the topic with the help of this book.

I very great learning book for those going into some kind of form of law. But it is just too expensive to buy a copy.

I needed this book on short notice and my college book store wanted twice what I paid on here Very
happy

It has very useful information - delivered promptly as promised.

Lots of good material
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